
Issues with Defi Tokens & DAO. 
 

Most of the altcoins in the crypto market are claiming that their ecosystem supports DEFI & DAO, 

but the tokenomics and the share of the team is showing something else. 

Users buy those coins and after some time realise that those Coins/Tokens have no usage. 

Even after DAO they were unable to Vote/ Decide about any of the decisions of that Company. 

 

Why ASO is different from other DAO? 

ASO token is giving the access to every holder of ASO token to decide about the next moves, listings, 

marketing & burn. 

 

Burning Mechanism of ASO 

0.001% supply will burn on every transaction, more over every month 2 Million ASO token will be 

burned till ASO owns the blockchain. 

ASO Blockchain will only Mint those coins which will be remaining. 

 

How will ASO benefit the Crypto Industry? 

ASO is mainly focusing on the usage of Web3.0 portals and Search Engines. 

Anyone holding ASO token can take advantage while using any Website, APP/DAPP just to use ASO 

Search Browser & get ASO tokens. 

For Example (Users want to use any P2E or M2E portal than simply use ASO & get rewarded in ASO 

tokens. 

 

Where ASO will be available to trade? 

ASO will be available on Centralised Exchanges such as Bybit, Bitget, Mexc & Ascendex. 

 

What will be the further developments which ASO is planning? 

ASO is planning to launch D2E,P2E & M2E functions for the community to make it easier for the 

community to earn via ASO Browser. 

 

How much ASO planned to give rewards? 

Rewards on using ASO browser. 

 

Daily Searches             ASO Token 

100                        1.5 ASO Tokens 

500                        4 ASO Tokens 

1000                       15 ASO Tokens 

2000                       50 ASO Tokens 

 

Users can also take advantage with ASO Browser while using any favourite Game Online or by using 

any APP. 

If users of ASO browser will hold Infinity Power then the Rewards ratio on every 100 searches will 

increase to 15x. 

 

How to Download an ASO Browser? 

ASO Browser will be available on https://Artificialsearchoptimiser.com and can be available on some 

more websites. 

Users can download ASO browser on 

https://artificialsearchoptimiser.com/


 

Windows  Mac  Android  Apple 

When will ASO be live on Exchanges for Trade? 

Details are available on https://artificialsearchoptimiser.com 

 

KYC & Audit 

ASO token & its team did their KYC & completed Website & Token Audit. 

 

When will the ASO Blockchain go live? 

Details are available on ASO Roadmap. 

 

Partner Labs Of ASO 

ASO Mission: ASO team mission is to provide the freedom to every holder of ASO to use DAO 

(Where ASO holders & stakers are the part of team) 

ASO family welcomes everyone and invites everyone to join ASOfamily & ASO army. 

What is ASO Army & ASO Family? 

ASO Army is for the holders of ASO token and everyone in ASO army will be rewarded by ASO 

tokens. 

 

ASO Family is those people with holding of more than 2 Million ASO tokens to decide about the next 

steps of ASO. 

ASO DAO 

ASO will use the DAO mechanism from CRV to maintain the ecosystem and allow the holders to 

develop & finalise about the events of the project. 

 

ASO Team: Team of ASO consists of Players of Blockchain and DEVs to make ASO successful. 

The team is also known as "Mad On Blockchain". 

 

Join Us On Our Socials 

Reddit : https://www.reddit.com/user/ASOofficial 

Telegram : https://t.me/AsoofficialChat 

Twitter : https://twitter.com/ASOTokenteam 

 

Targets Of ASO Token 

50000 Holders of ASO Token. 

Top Exchange Listings 

 

Best Ways To Earn ASO Tokens 

Watch Movies on ASO Browser 

Listen Your Favourite Songs On ASO Browser 

Play Your Favourite Games On ASO 

Use P2E,M2E & D2E Apps On ASO. 

https://artificialsearchoptimiser.com/
https://www.reddit.com/user/ASOofficial
https://t.me/AsoofficialChat
https://twitter.com/ASOTokenteam

